Presents...

Tripping
on the
Wild Coast

A Ride from Morgan Bay to Coffee Bay

We invite you to step out of the familiar and comfortable and join us on a spectacular
adventure on the UNIQUE WILD COAST.
We will ride on unspoilt beaches, along rugged and dramatic cliff top paths, through quaint &
authentic rural villages and in lush coastal forests.
Adventurers are guaranteed go away with lasting impressions of amazing scenery,
magnificent beaches and insight into the culture of the hospitable people who live there.
This trip is suitable for all – no special skills or exceptional fitness required, just a passion for
Life & The Great Outdoors!
Brief Overview
Where:
When:
Distance:
Moon:
Cost:

Wild Coast of South Africa
By arrangement
Approx. 140 km in total
(Depends on river conditions, the routes we choose and detours!)
FULL MOON MID TOUR
Based on min 10 pax, the cost is R16,000.00 pp sharing (single supplement, add
R3000). We will take less, but the per person fee would be adjusted accordingly.

What’s in and out of cost: In summary the price includes ALL COSTS WHILE ON THE TRAIL
except drinks at overnight stops and other expenses of a personal nature and insurance (incl.
Med-evac.) ER 24 insurance is recommended for all riders (see details attached). This is
handy to have for all your riding experiences and costs very little.

DAY 1: Airport pick-up & transfer to Morgan Bay to overnight.
DAY 2: Morgan Bay to Wavecrest (Distance 23 km, Ride Time 3-4 hrs, Total Time 5 hrs)
We leave Morgan Bay and ride through the coastal forest to Cape Morgan Lighthouse. The
trail continues through the forest to the sleepy village of Kei Mouth and on to the Kei River
itself.
We cross the river by pont - a fun old world experience. Then it’s up Sunrise Surprise hill,
passing nearby Nonqualazi’s pool,
the origins of one of the biggest
follies of the amaXhosa people, then
a dash down to the beach riding past
Qolora all the way to the Jacaranda
wreck. This is a good place for a
quick rest and to hear about the
Jacaranda’s misfortune.
It’s then onto a sandy trail above the
beach and down to the Kobonqaba
River for the first of many interesting
river crossings. After wading/
swimming the river and crossing the
far beach, the trail heads inland over
a long grassy hill and through some coastal bush, across the air strip and down to Wavecrest
Hotel our destination for the day.
After lunch you may choose to rent a canoe and explore the branches of the Nxusi and Nxaxo
Rivers into the most southerly mangrove swamps in SA. The bird life in these mangroves
and the flood plains between the rivers is spectacular with up to 300 species having been
identified. The flood plains are world renowned for the massive seasonal gathering of Crested
Cranes.
The not so energetic spend the afternoon on the beach or relaxing at the hotel with a book or
gin and tonic in hand while savouring the view of the ocean.

DAY 3: Wavecrest to Qora (Distance 25 km, Ride Time 3-4 hrs, Total Time 6 hrs)
After a welcome night’s rest and a good breakfast, there’s a rude awakening for those who
choose to wade the Nxaxo River! For the more prudent, we will arrange to use the hotel water
craft to get ourselves and our bikes across the Nxaxo. The trail heads along the beach to
Sandy Point in the north, off the beach for brief respite and then back onto the beach past
Bowker’s Bay and on to Cebe Cottages. The trail leaves the beach here and runs on the
grassland above the coast to Cebe Nature Reserve heading back onto the beach for a short
while and then off again around Stony Point. From here to Mazeppa Bay there are a few
options depending on conditions.
The trail leads through Mazeppa
and climbs high above the ocean for
spectacular views of Mazeppa Point
(Clan Lindsay Rock) and magnificent
sand dunes and points northwards
towards Qora Mouth. If there is time,
we will explore Mazeppa Point which
is actually an island connected to the
mainland by a rickety suspension bridge.
As with a lot of the trip along the Wild
Coast sea conditions dictate where best
to ride. There is an inland route from
Mazeppa which adds some 20km to
the day, so we will opt for the shorter recreational route following the coast past the big sand
dunes and Salt Rock to the ferry crossing at Qora Mouth. We ride past some holiday cottages
before reaching Kob Inn, our destination.
There is much to do at Qora. Again the riders who wish to relax can spend their time in
the hotel surrounds or lying on the beach while the energetic take a stroll through pristine
indigenous coastal bush up the Qora River in search of the illusive rare half-collared kingfisher
and to try to find a specific sub-species of clivia plants which are endemic to this forest.

DAY 4: Qora to Cwebe (Distance 42 km, Ride Time 6 hrs, Total Time 8 hrs)
This is the BIG DAY! The riders will need to get going early and keep moving through the day
in order to make the best use of the low tide and hard sand.
Leaving Kob Inn the trail runs above
some interesting flat rocks on a double
track for the first few kilometres before
a short beach crossing and onto cattle
tracks in the grasslands above the coast
as it runs to the Jujura River. There is
a quick clamber down to the river and
a relatively easy crossing to a small
beach. After this beach, the trail heads
inland to avoid very soft sand before going back onto the long beach heading to
the Shixini River, past the remnants of
the wreck of the Frontier and then alternating on and off the beach to Beecham
Wood. After Beecham Wood the there
is excellent trail running above the coast
until it drops onto a long beach which leads to the Nqabara River.
We need to make sure we are not late for the low tide to cross Nqabara or we could have a
challenge on our hands! After this the trail is on cattle tracks running past Nqabara Point to
Dwesa Nature Reserve gate, back to the beach at the end of which is the imposing climb affectionately known as Mother 1!
After walking up this mother, the riders follow a very sketchy trail into Rhino Valley and on to
Mendu beach. As the rhino were removed a few years ago, many a rider will question whether
there is really a trail here or not!
At the end of Mendu beach, the trail crosses a sandy spur and continues on the last long
beach leading to the MBashe River. The support crew will have arranged canoes from the
hotel for the crossing.
From the river, it’s a short ride to The Haven Hotel, our destination for this long hard day. While
there is much to do at Cwebe, it’s unlikely that the riders will have the energy to explore. Relaxing at the pool or in the bar would be preferable.

DAY 5: Cwebe to Mpame (Distance 32 km, Ride time 5 - 6 hrs, Total time 7 – 8 hrs)
After the previous long day, this ride will be a breeze! It’s short and there aren’t many serious
obstacles except the Xora River if we get the timing wrong.
Once we are on the expedition, we can make
a decision on which route to follow through the
Cwebe Forests and on towards Ntlonyana on
various trails through one of the last pristine
coastal forests left in SA. On exiting the forest
the trail roller coasters along a dirt road towards
Ntlonyana before dropping down to rejoin the
coast and a beach run to a rocky outcrop which
forms a barrier. After climbing the rock wall
and regrouping we’ll ride a perfectly smooth
cattle trail which eventually winds back to a
very sandy beach and a recent wreck of a steel
yacht. If this beach is too sandy to ride, there is
an alternative track on the grassland behind the dune forest leading to the Xora River.
Depending on the tides we’ll wade or swim across the Xora River and ride the final few
kilometres of beach to Bulungula. We then head inland
along cattle and goat tracks as it heads inland over two large hills (Mothers 2 &3), though a
number of rural settlements and follows a smooth trail up along a trail formed by indigenous
forest before eventually reaching a district road which leads down to Mpame and our
accommodation at Bull’s Inn. This route around the cliffs gives the riders a great opportunity to
interact with the rural amaXhosa and see how they live.
DAY 6: Mpame to Coffee Bay (Distance 21km, Ride time 3 ½ - 4 hrs, Total time: 6 hrs)
After the Mpame beach the trail heads up a hill (Mother 4) to a ridge running parallel to the
sea, but there are a few more exciting descents and brutal hills (which should be called Mother
5, 6, 7, etc.!). Eventually the trail contours high above the cliffs as it makes its way to Hole
in the Wall. There is an exciting descent from the contour path to the river crossing right at
the hole (definite picture stop!) where we’ll regroup on the beach for a swim and celebratory
drink and lunch before tacking the last leg of this incredible journey to Coffee Bay. These
few kilometers offer a last few stinger climbs before we descend into Coffee Bay and our
destination of Ocean View Hotel.
DAY 7: Return transfer to East London
After a leisurely breakfast we pack up and head back to the airport with a mind full of amazing
memories…

What’s Included
• All accommodation including pre and post trip - 7 nights in total
• Transfers from the East London Airport to Morgan Bay at the start and return from Coffee
Bay at the end, as well as en route, should this become necessary.
• 4x4 Vehicle back-up & luggage transfer daily ( the vehicles will not be able to follow on the
trail, but will meet up with the riders on occasion, where possible and will be on stand-by in
case of any issues)
• Access to trails, nature reserves, etc. including all necessary permits and ferry crossings.
• All meals from dinner on Day 1 to breakfast on day 8, including limited soft drinks, recovery
drinks and a range of trail snacks (Alcohol and additional drinks are for rider’s own account)
• Competent Group Leader & guides
PAYMENT:
50% deposit is required to confirm the booking. No bookings will be secured until this deposit
has been paid.
BALANCE OF PAYMENT
Balance of payment is required no later than 6 weeks (42 days) prior to departure. Late
applicants may however join the tour subject to availability.
CANCELLATION
If the cancellation is received up to 42 days prior to departure, the appropriate deposit will
be forfeited. In the event of cancellation less than 42 days prior to departure, the following
charges will apply:
41 - 34 days - 60% of total fare
35 - 28 days - 85 % of total fare
Less than 28 days - 100 % of total fare
THIS IS A ‘FAIRLY RECREATIONAL’ TRIP AND SUITABLE FOR ANYONE WHO RIDES
CONSISTENTLY AND IS QUITE COMFORTABLE ON THEIR BIKES, BUT IT ISN’T AN
EASY RIDE, SO WILL STILL HAVE ENOUGH CHALLENGES TO KEEP ANY RIDER
HAPPY.

